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Introduction

A

I grew up watching Friday night horror
movies, the traditional monsters didn’t scare me.
Frankenstein, Wolfman, Dracula, Godzilla, were all tragic
characters in their own way. Since my youth they have
evolved, morphing into something far from the original
material. I’ve never once been tempted to write a vampire
story—dark or sparkly—or any other traditional monster
story. That may change, but I’m not betting on it.
The stories that sent me shivering under the covers
have no visible monsters like Invasion of the Body Snatchers,
The Thing, and Wait Until Dark. Unseen evil stalks
neighbors, friends, and family. If you can’t trust your
mother, who can you trust? But again, no temptation to
write such a story. I felt, as an adult, that the world offered
up enough dark twisted reality. I didn’t need to read or
write any horror fiction. I could read the morning paper
and get my fill of horror reality.
But, sometimes, a writer has to go to the dark side.
Stuff happens, and one of the best ways to deal with it is
to write about it. I wrote most of these dark stories in an
attempt to purge something—usually a pessimistic feeling
about people’s inhumanity—but some reflect fear of the
future, regret for the past, or a need to right a wrong.
Whatever the impulse, I’ve explained it in the “Author’s
Note” at the end of each story. Half of these hit a raw
nerve, so I didn’t send them out in the world. They were
too personal. But time and distance…
I hope you enjoy them and thank you for supporting
independent publishers. Writing is a lonely business, so
feel free to get in touch through my website or by writing
a review.
lthough

—Faith L. Justice
faithljustice.com
i

Slow Death

I

Tommy Lee Norman suck cyanide and
die. I walk through a handful of protesters at the prison
gate. Their faces ghoulishly underlit by flickering candles;
their bodies vague shadows in the predawn murk. I
automatically clutch my bag tighter and quicken my stride.
An elderly black man with a halo of white hair and
burning eyes steps into my path intoning, “...and forgive
those that trespass against us.” My gaze slides away and
fixes on the visitors’ entrance. I continue my journey
surrounded by muted prayers.
A guard with a gut straining his uniform buttons,
and the haunted eyes of too many overtime shifts, passes
me through to a waiting area. In that brief moment, I’m
distracted by the thought that so many serial killers have
the middle name Lee. Is it a brand from birth? A handicap
to be overcome?
The warden arrives to escort the crowd of journalists
and observers to a room with a large soundproof window
surrounding the tiny execution chamber on three sides.
There are no chairs. I take a position in the front, and a
little to the left of the center. The crowd is quiet with only
the shuffle of feet on worn carpet, and the occasional
am here to see
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cough, to break the silence. The nervous tension is almost
palpable. We’re all here to witness another human being’s
death. We don’t have to wait long.
Two guards march Tommy Lee into the brightly lit
execution chamber. The overhead lights throw stark
shadows on the gray concrete walls and floor. The three
men fill the claustrophobic room with elbows, knees, and
clenched fists.
Tommy Lee seems dazed, his face sweaty, his eyes glazed.
Do they offer condemned men drugs to dull the experience?
He sees the chair. He digs in his heels, but can’t get any
purchase. The guards drag him to his final destination. He
struggles and, in spite of shackles, kicks a guard in the shin.
The man’s craggy face screws up in pain. He slams
Tommy Lee into the chair. He unlocks Tommy Lee’s
restraints, avoiding more kicks. He anchors the prisoner’s
ankles to the chair with thick leather straps. His partner
does the same for Tommy Lee’s arms. The first guard
gives each strap a quick tug and steps back.
Tommy Lee shouts at the guards, his face turns red
and veins throb in his throat and forehead. The sound
doesn’t penetrate the thick glass separating us.
The guards leave through a door on my right. It slams
with a vibration I feel in my feet.
The reporters and prison officials give me a wide
berth. Whether out of respect, or misguided sympathy,
I don’t know or care. In a way, I’m the closest thing to
family or friends here. I smile at the thought and hope
Tommy Lee can see me. I move closer to the window,
almost pressing my face against it. I will him to see me, to
have my face be his final memory.
2
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Tommy Lee stares back. He screams, probably curses.
Spittle sprays from his mouth to dot his prison T-shirt.
The warden gives the signal and the executioner pulls a
lever. Under the chair, sixteen one-ounce cyanide capsules
drop from a cup into a bucket of sulfuric acid.
I glance at my watch. Precisely 6:00 a.m.
I imagine the fizz as chemicals combine to make deadly
hydrogen cyanide gas; the invisible killer rising languidly,
curling around Tommy Lee’s legs.
My nose twitches. I can almost smell the almond
ammonia fumes; feel the burning in my nose and throat.
Tommy Lee tries to hold his breath. He trembles with
the effort. His struggles are futile. There will be no mercy;
no reprieve. His eyes roll up as he faints.
No! He can’t get out of it that easily. He has to feel
death creeping up on him; life leaking away.
I pound my side of the window. Worried faces turn
my way. An authoritative voice mumbles in my ear. I shake
off a warning hand.
The first involuntary breath of gas brings Tommy Lee
back to consciousness.
The voice in my ear stops.
Tommy Lee starts to choke.
I smile and watch.
His eyes dart back and forth. He strains against the
straps with his final strength.
Better. This is what I came for.
The gas blocks oxygen exchange. Tommy Lee is
strangling; choking to death. A slow, painful struggle for lifegiving air. He jerks and lunges. His chest heaves. His mouth
forms final curses, or maybe he begs for mercy or forgiveness.
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He’ll get none from me.
His face turns purple. He bites his tongue which
protrudes from his mouth. Blood flows down his chin,
soaks into his prison T-shirt, another dark stain to
accompany the wet patches of sweat on his chest and
under his arms. The minutes march on. He continues to
thrash and choke, until his eyes stare fixedly out into space
and his body subsides to final tremors.
It will take a few minutes for the guards to evacuate
the poison from the chamber and a doctor to examine the
body. I look at my watch. 6:10:47 a.m.
Ten minutes and forty-seven seconds.
He raped and tortured my daughter Ellen for over
five hours, forcing her to drink Drano, burning her with
cigarettes. Finally, he executed her with a bullet to the
head. Five hours of pain, fear, and hopelessness before
her death. Five hours I’ve lived over and over in the police
station, in the court room, and in my nightmares for ten
years, seven months, and eighteen days.
Tommy Lee Norman’s death is mine.
I look at the agony on his dead face and try for the
millionth time to understand why. Why Ellen? Why that
night? Why him? Did he ever feel love like mine? Joy that
wasn’t the result of violence?
The defense lawyers talked of an abused child shuttled
from foster home to foster home; a wasted teen leading
a gang, living on drugs; a man with few choices, no hope,
and no responsibility for his actions. I try to imagine a
better life for the child, a better ending for the man.
My imagination fails me. It keeps stumbling on the dead
eyes, the savage grin that even a horrible death doesn’t erase.
4
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The body of the man I have hated so long, slumps like
wet clay. My own body feels curiously light and detached.
The exhaustion of living a nightmare, fueling the fires
of grief and revenge, gives way to nothingness. I lean
trembling against the window expecting relief, joy or, at
least, satisfaction.
Nothing.
Ten minutes and forty-seven seconds for Tommy Lee
Norman to die. A long time for an execution.
Not long enough.
Author’s Note:
This is a “ripped from the headlines” story. The details
of the rape and murder are based on a real crime. The
description of what happens inside the gas chamber is
accurate. Way back, when I wrote this story, the death
penalty was hotly debated. I sympathized with those who
argue that innocent people are convicted and shouldn’t
pay the ultimate—some say inhumane—penalty for
something they didn’t do. (The Innocence Project reports
317 post-conviction DNA exonerations in the US to date;
eighteen from death row.) However, I wanted to write the
story from the point of view of someone for whom this
prolonged agony would feel like justice. Whether or not it
gives her peace, is up to you to decide.
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The Reluctant Groom
and Other Historical Stories
“I was immediately engrossed…The periods are terribly alive,
the storytelling wonderful…”–Stephanie Cowell, Author of
Claude and Camille
Dive into this collection of historical shorts by an awardwinning author. You’ll find stories of heroism, love, and
adventure: a panicked bachelor faced with an arranged marriage,
a Viking shield maiden exploring a new world, a young boy
torn between love for his ailing grandmother and duty to an
Empress. Whether set in imperial Rome, colonial America, or
the ancient African kingdom of Kush, these stories bring to life
men and women struggling to survive and thrive—the eternal
human condition.

Time Again and Other Fantastic Stories
What would you do with an extra hour of life?
Kiss your sweetheart? Eat ice cream? Graffiti your workplace?
Find out how one man uses his bonus hour in the awardwinning “Time Again.” Then check out how a young woman
deals with a transforming experience, business consultant Alice
overhauls Wonderland, a fierce mother takes on the devil who
wants to marry her daughter, and more in this collection of the
author’s best fantasy stories.

Discover these and other books by
Faith L. Justice.
Available in print, eBook, and audio.

Twilight Empress:
A Novel of Imperial Rome
“A fun, fast read with some history and femist
themes thrown in.”—Kirkus Reviews
“...a fast-paced historical novel that is filled with romance,
political and courtly intrigue, and drama that will keep you
turning the pages…”—History from a Women’s Perspective
Twilight Empress tells the little-known story of a remarkable
woman—Placidia, sister to one of the last Roman Emperors.
Roman princess, Gothic captive and queen—Galla Placidia
does the unthinkable—she rules the failing Western Roman
Empire—a life of ambition, power and intrigue she doesn’t seek,
but can’t refuse. Her actions shape the face of Western Europe
for centuries. A woman as well as an Empress, Galla Placidia
suffers love, loss, and betrayal. Can her strength, tenacity, and
ambition help her triumph over scheming generals, rebellious
children, and Attila the Hun?
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“...fans of Roman historical fiction should not miss this title.”
—Historical Novel Society
“I was gripped by Faith’s great writing style – and hardly put it
down until I reached the end”—The Writing Desk
An action-packed romance that exposes the brutal underside
of Imperial Rome, Sword of the Gladiatrix brings to life unforgettable characters and exotic settings. From the far edges of
the Empire, two women come to battle on the hot sands of
the arena in Nero’s Rome: Afra, scout and beast master to the
Queen of Kush; and Cinnia, warrior-bard and companion to
Queen Boudica of the British Iceni. Enslaved, forced to fight
for their lives and the Romans’ pleasure; they seek to replace
lost friendship, love, and family in each other’s arms. But the
Roman arena offers only two futures: the Gate of Life for the
victors or the Gate of Death for the losers.
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“Readers will be captivated.”—Historical Novel Society
“…does what historical fiction does best—weave historical
fact, real-life historical figures, and attention to detail with
page-turning, plot-driven fiction.”—The Copperfield Review
This story of ambition, love, and political intrigue brings to life
colorful characters and an exotic time and place. In AD 412
Alexandria, against the backdrop of a city torn by religious and
political strife, Selene struggles to achieve her dream of becoming
a physician—an unlikely goal for an upper class Christian girl.
Hypatia, the famed Lady Philosopher of Alexandria and the
Augustal Prefect Orestes offer their patronage and protection.
But will it be enough to save Selene from murderous riots, the
machinations of a charismatic Bishop and—most dangerous of
all—her own impulsive nature?
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Who was Hypatia of Alexandria?
A brilliant young mathematician murdered by a religious mob?
An aging academic eliminated by a rival political party?
A sorceress who enthralled the Prefect of Alexandria through
satanic wiles?
Did she discover the earth circled the sun a thousand years
before Copernicus or was she merely a gifted geometry
teacher?
Discover the answers to these questions and more in this
collection of essays on Hypatia’s life and times.

